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1 Introduction
In recent years, attention to structure of real complex networks has been increasing [1].
For instance, researches on social networks, which represents communications among
people, has been actively performed [3–5]. Using several network-analysis techniques,
structure of real several networks, such as hyperlink structure of Web pages and coauthorship relation of research, has been actively analyzed [1, 2, 14]. For instance,
in [14], a movie actors network (network representing costarring relation in movies)
is analyzed. Consequently, it is shown that in the movie actors network, the network
distance (maximum of shortest path lengths) between arbitrary actors (i.e., node) is
small, and that the movie actors network has clustered structure. Moreover, in [2], the
mathematics co-authorship network is analyzed. Consequently, it is shown that in the
mathematics co-authorship network, the number of co-authors is small (approximately
three), and that the mathematics co-authorship network has clustered structure.
In addition, researches on a mechanism determining structure of real networks
and cause of small-world and scale-free structures in real networks have been performed [7, 8]. For instance, in [7], a simple network generation model for reproducing
characteristics of real social networks is proposed.
Such characteristics of network structure could be utilized in various ways. For instance, it is expected that an advanced information retrieval system, rather than conventional keyword-based information retrieval systems, can be realized by utilizing characteristics of the network structure. In recent years, several information retrieval systems
using network structure are proposed [11]. In the literature, however, insufficient investigation on what the network structure tells us and how the network structure can be
utilized has been performed.
In this paper, we focus on a paper citation network and a paper co-authorship network as one of real complex networks, and investigate what we can know from the
structure of these complex networks. The paper citation network is a network expressing citation relation among scientific papers. The paper co-authorship network is a
network expressing existence of co-authorship relation between authors of scientific
papers. By utilizing network-analysis techniques, we investigate the structure of paper
citation/co-authorship networks.
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Figure 1: Example of a paper citation network
In this paper, we first build paper citation/co-authorship networks by analyzing citation relation and co-authorship relation of a large number of scientific papers. Specifically, we extract citation relation and co-authorship relation from scientific papers
database [6], and build paper citation/co-authorship networks. We then analyze the
structure of paper citation/co-authorship networks by applying several network-analysis
techniques. Consequently, we show that the paper citation network has less grouped
structure than other social networks, and that the distribution of node in-degrees (i.e.,
the number of papers cited) follows a power-law. We also show that the paper coauthorship network has grouped structure and exhibits scale-free structure.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 explains how the paper citation network was built from the scientific papers database. By using several networkanalysis techniques, clustering coefficient, and degree distribution of the paper citation
network are also calculated. In Section 3, we build the paper co-authorship network
using a similar approach to Section 2, and investigate its characteristics using several
network-analysis techniques. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper and discusses future works.

2 Paper Citation Network
2.1 Network Construction
In this paper, a paper citation network is defined as a network expressing citation relation among scientific papers. Generally, a paper cites many papers, and those cited
papers are listed as the bibliography at the end of a paper. In a paper citation network,
a paper corresponds to a node and citation relation between two papers corresponds to
a link.
An example of a paper citation network is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1,
paper A and paper B are represented by node A and node B. If paper B cites paper
A, this citation relation is represented by a directed link from node B to node A. By
representing citation relations as a network, it becomes possible to analyze the structure
of citation relations.
From the bibliographic information of scientific papers from the scientific papers
database [6], we built the paper citation network. This scientific papers database includes information on thousands of journal papers and international conference papers
published by the IEEE Communications Society during 1952–2004. This database contains various information, such as title, authors, keywords, and bibliography of all papers.
A paper included in the scientific papers database is assigned as a node in the paper
citation network. From the bibliography in the database, directed links are generated
from the paper to all cited papers in the paper citation network. Note that the paper
citation network is a directed graph. The bibliography sometimes contains entries of
papers not included in the scientific papers database. The paper citation network does
not contain links corresponding to those external papers.

Table 1: Characteristics of paper citation/co-authorship networks and other social networks

paper citation network
paper co-authorship network
hyperlink structure of Web pages [10]
AS-level topology in the Internet [10]
mathematics co-authorship network [2]
physics co-authorship network [9]
movie actors network [14]

N
27,865
24,841
269,504
10,697
70,975
52,909
225,226

k
3.69
4.76
5.55
5.98
3.9
9.27
61

C
0.24
0.76
0.29
0.39
0.59
0.56
0.79

The fundamental characteristics of the paper citation network is summarized in
Tab. 1. This table shows that the number of nodes N is 27,865, and the average degrees k is 3.69. The clustering coefficient C are also included in the table. Definitions
of those values will be explained in the following Section.
2.2 Clustering Coefficient
We investigate the clustering coefficient of the paper citation network. We investigate
clustered structure of the paper citation network. The objective of this section is to
answer the following questions: does each paper belong to a specific group (e.g., a
specific research field)? If so, are the citation relations closed within those groups?
In Section 2.1, the paper citation network was expressed as a directed graph. In what
follows, the paper citation network is expressed as a undirected graph to investigate
clustering coefficient.
Clustering coefficient is a metric that measures cluster structure of nodes in a network. Specifically, clustering coefficient is defined as a probability that triangular cycle
exists between each node pair. The clustering coefficient C of a network is defined as
C≡

N
1 
Ci ,
N i=1

(1)

where Ci is the clustering coefficient of node i, which is defined as
Ci ≡

2Ei
.
ki (ki − 1)

(2)

In the above equation, k i is the degree of node i, and E i is the total number of triangular
cycles, which start from and return to node i. Let N be the number of nodes, and k
be the average degree. It is known that the clustering coefficient C rand of a random
network is given by [1]
Crand =

k
.
N

(3)

Figure 2 shows the relation between the number of nodes and the clustering coefficient (i.e., clustering coefficient C normalized by degree k) of the paper citation network. In the figure, the clustering coefficient of a random network, hyperlink structure
of Web pages (web hyperlink) [10], and AS-level topology in the Internet (Internet) [10]
are also shown. This figure shows that the clustering coefficient C of the paper citation network is larger than the clustering coefficient C rand of a random network. This
means that nodes (i.e., papers) tend to have more grouped structure in the paper citation
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Figure 2: Clustering coefficient of the paper citation network (dotted line is the case of
random network)
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Figure 3: Paper citation network (degree vs. local clustering coefficient)
network than in a random network. However, if compared with the hyperlink structure of Web pages, and the AS-level topology in the Internet, the value of clustering
coefficient is small.
As can be seen in Eq. (1), clustering coefficient C is defined as the average value
of clustering coefficients of all nodes (local clustering coefficient). Figure 3 shows the
relation between the degree of each node and its local clustering coefficient. This shows
that local clustering coefficient C i tends to become small as the degree k i of each node
becomes large. This result suggests that a node with a large degree (i.e., a popular
paper) is likely to be cited by many papers.
2.3 Degree Distribution
We then investigate degree distribution of the paper citation network. Namely, we investigate the distribution of the number of paper citation and paper cited of each node
(i.e., paper) in the paper citation network. The objective of this section is to answer
the following questions: does any hub paper, which has a very large number of paper
citations with other papers, exist in the paper citation network?
The degree distribution is determined by the degree-distribution function P (k).
P (k) is a probability that the degree of a randomly chosen node is k in a network.
When the number of nodes N is large, it is known that the degree-distribution function P (k) of a random network with the average degree k approximately follows the
Poisson distribution [1]; i.e.,
k

P (k)  e−k

k
.
k!

(4)

It is reported that many real social networks have a scale-free property unlike a random
network [12]; i.e., the tail of the degree-distribution function P (k) is governed by a
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Figure 4: Degree distribution of the paper citation network (dotted line is the case of
random network)

power-law function
P (k) ∼ k −γ ,

(5)

where γ is a constant and called a power-law index. It is known that many real scalefree networks have a power-law index γ of 2.0–3.4 [1].
Figure 4 shows the degree distribution of the paper citation network. Figure 4 shows
the estimated degree distribution function P (k) as a function of node in-degree k I and
out-degree k O . The dotted line in the figure shows the degree distribution function of a
random network.
It can be found from this figure that the in-degree distribution of the paper citation
network is considerably different from the that of a random network. Also can be
found that the tail of the degree distribution function P (k) follows a power law. The
average degree k is comparatively small (i.e., 3.69). We also found that a few hub nodes
whose in-degrees are 500 or more exist. We found that the power-law index γ of the
paper citation network was γ = 1.8. It can be found that the in-degree distribution
of the paper citation network is considerably different from that of a random network.
However, it can be found that the tail of the degree distribution function P (k) does not
follows a power law.

3 Paper Co-Authorship Network
3.1 Network Construction
The paper co-authorship network is a network expressing existence of co-authorship
relation between authors of scientific papers. Co-authorship relations are relations representing whether an author have written a paper with another author in the past. Typically, a paper is written by two or more authors. In the paper co-authorship network,
each author corresponds to a node and co-authorship relation among papers corresponds
to a link.
An example of a paper co-authorship network is shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5,
author A and author B are represented by node A and node B. When a paper is written
by author A, author B, and author C, these co-authorship relations among authors are
represented by undirected links between node A and node B, between node A and
node C, and between Node B and Node C. By representing co-authorship relations as a
network, it becomes possible to analyze the structure of co-authorship relations.
In this paper, we obtained the information on co-authorship relation of papers from
the scientific papers database [6] explained in Section 2.1, and built the paper coauthorship network. Refer to Section 2.1 for the details of this database.
Each author included in the scientific papers database is assigned as a node in the
paper co-authorship network. Based on the author list in the database, undirected links
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Figure 5: Example of a paper co-authorship network
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Figure 6: Clustering coefficient of the paper co-authorship network (dotted line is the
case of random network)
between authors in the paper co-authorship network are generated. We built the paper
co-authorship network as an undirected graph.
The fundamental characteristic of the paper co-authorship network is shown in
Tab. 1. This table shows that the number of nodes N is 24,841, and the average degree k is 4.76.
3.2 Clustering Coefficient
We investigate the clustering coefficient of the paper co-authorship network. We investigate clustered structure of the paper co-authorship network. The objective of this
section is to answer the following questions: does each author belong to a specific
research group? If so, are the co-authorship relations closed within those groups?
Figure 6 shows the relation between the number of nodes and the clustering coefficient (i.e., clustering coefficient C normalized by degree k) of the paper co-authorship
network. In the figure, the clustering coefficient of a random network, mathematics coauthorship-relation network (math. co-authorship) [2], physics co-authorship-relation
network (physics co-authorship) [9], movie actors network (movie actors) [14]. are also
shown. This figure shows that the clustering coefficient C of the paper co-authorship
network is larger than the clustering coefficient C rand of a random network. This means
that nodes (authors) tend to have more grouped structure in the paper co-authorship
network than in a random network. Moreover, if compared with the mathematics and
physics co-authorship networks, the clustering coefficient of the paper co-authorship
network is closed to the clustering coefficients of the mathematics and physics coauthorship networks.
As can be seen in Eq. (1), clustering coefficient C is defined as the average value of
the clustering coefficients of all nodes (local clustering coefficient). Figure 7 shows the
relation between the degree of each node and its local clustering coefficient.
This figure shows that there exist node with a large degree (e.g., more than 10)
whose clustering coefficient C i is 1.0. This means that several authors have co-
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Figure 7: Paper co-authorship network (degree vs. local clustering coefficient)
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Figure 8: Degree distribution of the paper co-authorship network (dotted line is the case
of random network)

authorship relation with more than 10 authors, and each of which has co-authorship
relation each other, including existence of certain research groups.
3.3 Degree Distribution
We finally focus on degree distribution of the paper co-authorship network. We investigate the distribution of the number of co-authorship relation of each node (i.e., author)
in the paper co-authorship network. The objective of this section is to answer the following questions: does any hub author, which has a very large number of co-authorship
relations with other authors, exist in the paper co-authorship network? does the paper
co-authorship network have a scale-free property?
Figure 8 shows the degree distribution of the paper co-authorship network. Figure 8
shows the estimated degree distribution function P (k) as a function of node degree k.
It can be found from this figure that the degree distribution of the paper coauthorship network is considerably different from that of a random network. Also can
be found that the tail of the degree distribution function P (k) follows a power law. The
average degree k is comparatively as small (i.e., 4.76). We also found that a few hub
nodes whose degrees are more than 50 exist. We found that the power-law index γ of
the paper co-authorship network is γ = 1.8. It can be found that paper co-authorship
network has scale-free structure.

4 Conclusion and Future Works
In the paper, we first built the paper citation network from the bibliography lists of
papers from the scientific papers database [6]. We then investigated the clustering coefficient, and the degree distribution by applying several network analysis techniques to
the paper citation network. Consequently, we showed that the paper citation network
has less grouped structure, and that the distribution of node in-degrees (i.e., the number

of papers cited) follows a power-law. Moreover, in the same way, we built the paper
co-authorship network based on the author information of papers. Consequently, we
also show that the paper co-authorship network has grouped structure and scale-free
structure.
As future work, developing a method for searching valuable nodes (papers or authors) using the same approach as [13] is of interest. Moreover, realization of data mining applications based on our findings on structure of the paper citation/co-authorship
networks is also interesting.
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